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Highlights
We adapt our SIGMORPHON 2018 system [2]
to Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P), a problem with
largely disjoint input and output vocabularies.
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Before:

- Neural transducer with copy edit

- Trained with imitation learning [1, IL] and
ED(target, prediction) + ED(input, prediction)
as loss.

Now:

- Neural transducer with substitution edits

- Trained with IL and ED(target, prediction)
+ Stochastic EDφ(input, prediction) as loss.
Stochastic ED is a WFST with parametersφ, which
we learn from data.

Model
Just like a WFST, the model monotonically trans-
duces input string x into output string y by a se-
quence of edits a.

- Edits: ins[y] and sub[y] for y ∈ Σy, del, copy

- Features: full input context, full edit history

st = LSTM
(
ct−1, [E(at−1); hi]

)
(1)

+ ct−1 is the previous cell state and output,
+ E(at−1) is the embedding of previous edit, and
+ hi is the biLSTM encoding of input character xi.

- Probabilities of edits:
P(at | a<t, x, θ) = softmax(w · st) (2)

Example: Model Execution
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• = whitespace

Stochastic Edit Distance
Our 2018 IL objective ranks edit action sequences by
action cost: ED(input, prediction). This addresses
spurious ambiguity as multiple edit action se-
quences achieve the same ED(target, prediction).

For G2P, we use Stochastic Edit Distance [3, SED],
a probabilistic generalization of ED. We learn edit
weights φ from data with EM.

IL training: Maximize likelihood of edits that are
optimal under the loss in any configuration (input,
attention pointer, prediction so far, and target).

We find optimal edits on the training set using the
SED expert policy:

1. Find permissible edits: They do not increase
ED(target, future prediction)

Each permissible edit corresponds to a target
suffix (=what needs to be completed of the target).

2. Score permissible edits using SED:

(a) Execute edit

(b) Edit cost-to-go = edit cost under SED

(c) Edit cost-to-go += cost of Viterbi path in
SED for (input suffix, target suffix).

3. Optimal edits attain lowest cost-to-go

Example: SED policy

- input x = abject

- target y = a•b•Z•E•k•t

- attention x4 = e, and

- imperfect prediction so far ŷ1:7 = a•b•Z•e

1. Permissible edits: sub[E], ins[E], del, sub[•], ins[•]

Target suffixes: e.g. “E•k•t” for sub[E], or “•k•t”
for sub[•]

2. Score permissible edits:

(a) Execute edit: e.g. sub[E] writes E and moves
the attention to x5 = c

(b+c) Compute cost-to-go: 15.3 for sub[•], 17.7 for
sub[E], 21.1 for ins[E], 17.3 for del, and 17.3
for ins[•]

Results: Overall 2nd Best System

CLUZH ENS. CLUZH WER AVG LSTM TF BEST BY OTHERS

LNG WER PER #C #D WER ± �, % ? WER WER WER �, % PER �, %

ady 27.11 6.27 0 11 30.32 1.97 -12 16.89 28.00 28.44 24.67 9 5.76 8
arm 12.22 2.82 0 11 14.73 0.76 -21 8.89 14.67 14.22 12.67 -4 2.91 -3
bul 23.33 4.70 0 11 30.81 2.78 -32 13.78 31.11 34.00 22.22 5 4.70 0
dut 14.44 2.51 9 2 18.30 1.44 -27 9.33 16.44 15.78 13.56 6 2.36 6
fre 6.89 1.56 2 9 8.12 0.54 -18 3.56 6.22 6.89 5.11 26 1.16 26
geo 27.33 4.83 0 11 29.11 0.86 -7 8.89 26.44 28.00 24.89 9 4.57 5
gre 16.44 2.68 11 0 19.60 1.80 -19 7.33 18.89 18.89 14.44 12 2.42 10
hin 5.11 1.20 0 11 7.13 0.55 -40 2.67 6.67 9.56 5.11 0 1.20 0
hun 4.00 1.02 0 11 4.77 0.60 -19 2.89 5.33 5.33 4.00 0 0.92 10
ice 9.11 1.90 0 11 10.00 0.53 -10 5.78 10.00 10.22 9.11 0 1.83 4
jpn 6.00 1.58 0 11 7.19 0.30 -20 4.89 7.56 7.33 4.89 19 1.16 27
kor 28.44 4.88 0 11 28.26 1.39 1 11.78 46.89 43.78 24.00 16 4.05 17
lit 18.67 3.27 0 11 21.54 0.82 -15 14.22 19.11 20.67 18.67 0 3.38 -3
rum 11.33 2.68 0 11 13.66 1.11 -21 7.11 10.67 12.00 9.78 14 2.23 17
vie 1.56 0.35 0 11 1.60 0.21 -2 0.89 4.67 7.56 0.89 43 0.27 23
AVG 14.13 2.82 1.5 9.5 16.34 1.05 -16 7.93 16.84 17.51 12.93 8 2.59 8

Table 1: Overview of the test results. � gives relative error difference compared to our submission CLUZH.
#C=number of NFC models in the ensemble. #D=number of NFKD models in the ensemble. CLUZH WER
AVG=average WER, standard deviation, and relative error difference of the average computed over individual mod-
els. ?=lower-bound on WER: correct if predicted by any individual model. LSTM=official seq2seq LSTM baseline.
TF=official seq2seq Transformer baseline. BEST BY OTHERS=best results of other systems for each language.

4 Results and Discussion

Our system ranks second among 23 submissions
by a total of nine teams (Table 1). It ties for first
place on four languages (Hindi, Hungarian, Ice-
landic, Lithuanian) and outperforms every other
submission for Armenian. It achieves strong gains
over the neural baselines.

Ensembling gains us 16% in error reduction com-
pared to test set averages—a substantial improve-
ment. We leave it for future work to see whether
dropout and a larger model size could be used in-
stead as effectively as ensembling. Unicode decom-
position normalization boosts the performance of
our Korean models.6 On average, at least one model
predicts the output correctly for all but 7.93% of
all the words (?)—Adyghe, Lithuanian, and Bul-
garian being the most difficult languages. For some
languages, WER standard deviation is high, likely
confirming our hypothesis that model selection on
the small-sized development set would lead to poor
generalization.

Error analysis Table 2 shows the most frequent
errors of our system for each language and helps to

6In fact, in a post-submission analysis, we see a strong gain
from decomposition only for Korean (17 percentage points
on average). For the other languages, it has no impact on
performance on average.

qualitatively assess their strongly varying error pro-
files. We take a closer look at the errors in French
and Korean. Additional lexical information could
improve our French models. E.g. the word’s lexical
category feature and/or morphological segmenta-
tion would probably help correctly transduce the
word-final “-ent” (adverb “vraiement” (truly) /...Ã/
vs verb “viennent” (they come), where the ending
is silent). Many errors in French are in English
borrowings.

We look in some detail at the errors on the Ko-
rean test data that all or almost all of the individ-
ual models of the ensemble make. As expected,
lexicalized phenomena contribute most of the er-
rors: vowel length (which is neither phonemic nor
phonetically realized in the speech of all except
elderly speakers (Sohn, 2001)) and tensification.
Vowel length is not indicated in Korean orthogra-
phy, and neither is tensification (with some excep-
tions). Knowing whether a word is an English bor-
rowing (e.g.9§ seksŭ7 (sex)) or whether a word
is a compound and where the morpheme bound-
ary lies (�πÏ ch’osŭng-tal (new moon)) could
help predict non-automatic tensification correctly
in a small number of cases ([s
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aí] vs ⇤[...daí]).

7This uses McCune-Reischauer transliteration of Korean.

Qualitative Error Analysis
ady ʼ/✏/17 ə•/✏/9 ʃ/ʂ/8 ✏/•ə/7 j•/✏/6 ✏/ʼ/6 ✏/ə•/5 ɮ/l/5 ː/✏/5 a/ə/5
arm ɔ/o/17 ✏/ə•/12 ◌͡/•/12 ə•/✏/3 t/d/3 ɡ/kʰ/2 ʃʰ/ʒ/2 ɛ/j/2 χ/ʁ/2 t͡ʃ/d•ʒ/1
bul r/ɾ/26 o/ɔ/22 ə/a/14 a/ə/12 ◌/̪✏/9 ✏/◌/̪9 a/ɐ/7 ɫ/l/5 ɐ/ə/5 ✏/ʲ/5
dut ə/ɛ/9 ✏/j•/4 aː/ɑ/4 eː/ə/4 ə/eː/3 t/d/3 ː/✏/3 oː/ɔ/2 ✏/ɛ•/2 n/m/2
fre ✏/•ɑ̃/2 ✏/•s/2 a/ɑ/2 o/ɔ/2 w/ɔ/2 •j•ɑ̃/✏/1 ✏/•k•s/1 ɔ•p/o/1 •ɑ̃/✏/1 e/ɛ•ʁ/1
geo ɪ/i/103 i/ɪ/48 χ/x/5 ɣ/ʁ/4 ʁ/ɣ/3 x/χ/3 ɑ/a/2 •s/✏/1
gre ɾ/r/27 o/ɔ/19 r/ɾ/15 e/ɛ/9 ʝ/i/3 n•/✏/2 ç/i/2 m/ɱ/2 •m•e/✏/1 ✏/s•/1
hin ✏/ə•/10 ə•/✏/5 ✏/•ə/2 ɛː/ə/2 ✏/‿•/2 ɑ/a/2 ɪ/iː/1 •ɦ/ʱ/1 ɪ/i/1 ə/j/1
hun ʃ/ʒ/3 ✏/ː/3 eː/i•n•t/1 ✏/ɱ•v•/1 m/eːʲ/1 t͡s/xː/1 sː/ʃ•s/1 h•/✏/1 •h/◌͡ʃ/1 ◌͡/•/1
ice ː/✏/11 ✏/ː/9 t•/✏/4 v/f/3 ✏/◌/̥3 t/d/2 ʰ/✏/2 ✏/ʰ/2 ʏ•ʏ/uː/1 cʰ/k/1
jpn ✏/◌/̊8 ✏/◌/̥6 ✏/ː/3 ː/•ɯ̟ᵝ/2 ː/•o̞/2 ɯ̟ᵝ/j•o̞/1 ✏/•e/̞1 ɯ̟ᵝ/e/̞1 o̞ː/ã/̠1 s•ɨ/ɯ̟̃/1
kor ✏/ː/72 ː/✏/18 ɘː/ʌ/̹11 ʑ/ɕ/͈4 ʌ/̹ɘː/4 d/t/4 ɡ/k/͈3 ✏/ɲ•/3 d/t/͈2 ɭ/n/2
lit ✏/◌/̪15 n/ŋ/14 ɐ/aː/12 ː/✏/8 ʲ/✏/7 o/ɔ/7 ✏/ː/6 ✏/ʲ/5 ɛ/æː/3 aː/ɐ/3
rum ◌͡/•/8 •/◌͡/8 e/̯j/6 r/ɾ/5 ʲ/•i/4 ː/•j/3 i/j/3 ✏/e•/2 o/e/2 j/i/2
vie ✏/ː/2 ˧˧ ˧•/✏/1 ✏/e•/1 w•/✏/1 ̚•/✏/1 ◌͡m/✏/1 ə/e/1 ʔ/n/1 ˦/✏/1 a/ɔ/1

1

Table 2: Ten most frequent errors per language. Notation: prediction / gold / error frequency. • denotes whitespace.
Computed using the UTF-8 aware version of the ISRI Analytic Tools for OCR Evaluation.8

How good is SED policy? Somewhat surpris-
ingly, using SED as part of the expert policy results
in competitive performance. Yet, SED is a very
crude model (e.g. because of the lack of context,
when used as a conditional model, SED assigns
less probability to any edit sequence containing
insertions than the same sequence but with all the
insertions removed; this e.g. makes it unusable as a
standalone model for G2P). On top of this, we also
do not use learned roll-out, which would be recom-
mended when training with a sub-optimal expert
(Chang et al., 2015). We leave it for future work
to examine whether the neural transducer’s perfor-
mance on G2P would improve from replacing SED
with a more powerful model.

5 Conclusion

This presents the approach taken by the CLUZH
team to solving the SIGMORPHON 2020 Multi-
lingual Grapheme-to-Morpheme Conversion chal-
lenge. Our submission is based on our successful
SIGMORPHON 2018 system, which is a majority-
vote ensemble of neural transducers trained with
imitation learning. We adapt the 2018 system to
work on transduction problems with disjoint input
and output alphabets. We add substitution actions
(not available in previous versions of the system)
and employ a memoryless probabilistic finite-state
transducer to define the expert policy for the imi-
tation learning. We use majority-vote ensembling
to counter the overfitting to the small development
sets. These simple modifications result in a highly

8https://github.com/eddieantonio/ocreval

competitive performance even without the use of
any exernal resources or learning a single multi-
lingual model. Our ensemble ranks second out of
23 submissions by a total of nine teams. Our error
analysis indicates that addressing many of the er-
rors requires additional information such as know-
ing the word’s lexical category, morphological seg-
mentation, or etymology. We will make our code
publicly available.
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Table 2: Five most frequent errors per language.
Notation: prediction / gold / error frequency.
Computed with the help of ISRI Analytic Tools for
OCR Evaluation.

Setup
Parameters: input character & action embeddings
of size 100 and one-layer LSTMs with hidden-state
size 200.

Training: maximum of 60 epochs with a patience of
12, mini-batches of size 5. Training takes 4 minutes
per epoch on CPU (DyNet).
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